
ADU Design
Competition

 

Faqs



Are we limited to only one (1) design per

firm, if the firm is only one person? 

You may submit up to three
(3) submissions per firm,
regardless of firm size.

Q

Faq

A



Q
The prompt states ADU rendering, floor

plan, and site plan included in the 1-3 page

submission. Are we allowed to provide

additional drawings and diagrams

composed on these 1-3 pages as well?   

Yes!

Faq

A



Are we allowed to include

words, annotations, and labels

on the 1-3 pages of drawings?
Q

Faq

A Yes! 



Can the entrance and exit be the

same door?

Yes! 

Q

Faq

A



Do the materials used in the

design need to be labeled?

Yes, if labeling helps in
evaluating based on the
scoring criteria. 

Q

Faq

A



Where is the 24’ total height

measured to and from? Grade?

Bottom of siding?  

This is measured vertically, from
adjacent existing natural grade to the
mid-point of the eave on a pitched
roof (the mid-point between peak and
bottom of eave) and to the highest
point on a single sloped roof.

Q

Faq

A



Do we need to include a lighted

path to the unit?

Not required.

Q

Faq

A



Does landscaping need to be

included in the design/budget?

No.

Q

Faq

A



Do we need to show utilities? If

so, are they to be connected to

the house or new lines?

Designers are encouraged to submit
to whatever level of detail that helps
support their submission's scoring,
per eval criteria.

Q

Faq

A



Will the foundation be slab on

grade or crawlspace? Do we

decide this?

Designer’s choice.

Q

Faq

A



If we use an advanced framing

method, do we need to consider

engineering in the budget?

Budget impact considerations should be
based on the level of detail/info given in
submission. If a designer proposes an
expensive structural system, explain why.
For example, if structural design is being
proposed specifically to reduce costs, per
the scoring criteria, note this in the
submission.

Q

Faq

A


